What happens when bystanders witness upsetting events such as a theft in progress, the possibility of domestic violence, or the abuse of another citizen’s civil rights? Do most people follow the same emotional and psychological patterns when reacting? Is there such a thing as a “normal” reaction? A three-part DVD series produced by ABC News explores this by capturing raw responses to staged situations with the help of actors and hidden cameras. Whether compelled to take action or to mind his or her own business, each unknowing participant makes a split-second — and often surprising — decision in each scenario of What Would You Do? Instinctive Reactions and What They Reveal.

The segments in Confronting Discrimination and Prejudice (D790) examine what happens when bystanders witness events of discrimination and prejudice. Responses range from overt hostility to other races and cultures to acts of genuine compassion. Viewers of this 37 minute disc will find several opportunities to explore biases and stereotypes.

Standing Up as a Citizen (D791) examines how bystanders react to others deliberately flouting laws or social norms. Scenarios include instances of illegal parking, reckless parking, citizens in need, and public littering. Viewers of this 33 minute program will find several opportunities to explore the meaning of good citizenship and the importance of community involvement.

The scenarios in the 38 minute program Opposing Aggression and Bullying (D792) include the following: teen girls and bullying; teen vandalism; petty theft; and attacks on the homeless.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT


EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Case Studies for Paramedics by Kevin Branch. Toronto: Pearson Prentice Hall. (RC 86.7 B73 2008)

Emergency Management in Health Care: An All-Hazards Approach. Oakbrook Terrace, IL: Joint Commission Resources. (RA 975.5 E5 E447 2008)


Laboratory Tests and Diagnostic Procedures edited by Cynthia C. Chernie and Barbara J. Berger. St. Louis, Mo.: Saunders Elsevier. (RB 38.2 L33 2008)

FIRE


**FIRE (Cont’d)**

- **Engine Company Fireground Operations** by Steve Persson and Harold Richman. Sudbury, MA: Jones and Bartlett. (TH 9371 R534 2008)

- **Tom Brennan’s Random Thoughts Collection** by Tom Brennan. Tulsa, Okla.: PennWell. (TH 9310.5 B74 2007)
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**RESTORATIVE JUSTICE**


- **From Truth to Reconciliation: Transforming the Legacy of Residential Schools** by Marlene Brant Castellano, Linda Archibald, and Mike DeGagne. Ottawa, Ont.: Aboriginal Healing Foundation. (E 96.5 C378 2008)


**SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

- **Alcohol and Drugs in the Canadian Workplace: An Employer’s Guide to the Law, Prevention and Management of Substance Abuse** by Norm A. Keith and Ailsa J. Wiggins. Markham, Ont.: LexisNexis Canada. (HF 5549.5 A4 K43 2007)
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Oral Sex is the New Goodnight Kiss: The Sexual Bullying of Teenage Girls by Sharlene Azam. Santa Monica, Calif.: S. Azam. (HQ 735 A926 2009)


BOOKS


D652 America’s Crystal Meth Epidemic (DVD, 100 minute, 2008)
Meth is destroying America. Meth use is at an all-time high, cutting across gender, race and economic lines. The two fifty-minute documentary specials on this disc take a multi-faceted look at the epidemic, including the users and the activists who are trying to save them, law enforcement officers on the front lines, and those working to keep the drug from spreading and taking further hold of the smallest towns and the major urban centers. (A&E Home Video)

D745 Attack in the Courtroom (DVD, 25 minutes, 2007)
In this program, Calhoun County, Michigan deputies struggle to subdue a convicted killer who goes for one deputy’s sidearm in an effort to commit suicide-by-cop. This program discusses concerns in maintaining security in a courtroom and looks at the specific considerations that lead to this incident and its resolution. It contains interviews with courtroom officers and dramatic video of the incident. (In the Line of Duty)

D747 Drug Recognition Experts (DVD, 32 minutes, 2007)
Many impaired drivers test negative for alcohol consumption but are clearly under the influence of some substance. The Drug Recognition Expert (DRE) program in the United States was developed to close this gap, and to arrest and prosecute dangerous drivers even when alcohol is not involved. This program covers the roles of the arresting officer and the DRE; the techniques and tools (protocol) used by the DRE; and the seven categories of drugs. (In the Line of Duty)

D826 Extreme Weather: Part 1, Wind and Water: CBC Documentary (DVD, 45 minutes, 2005)
Human attempts to control the power of nature are feeble at best. This distinctly Canadian program features the following: the tornadoes that hit Edmonton; the “perfect storm” off the coast of Newfoundland resulting in the deaths of 84 crew aboard the Ocean Ranger drill rig; the flooding of the Red River in Manitoba in 1997; the effect of Hurricane Juan on the coast of Nova Scotia; and Hurricane Hazel wreaking havoc on Toronto. Emotional interviews and strong graphic images detail the outcomes of tornadoes and other storms. (CBC Learning)

D838 Finding Hope: Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (DVD, 55 minutes, 2009)
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) is the most common form of preventable brain damage to infants in the western world. Health Canada estimates that for every 1,000 births, nine infants will be affected in some way by the disorder. It is not isolated to any specific demographic – it touches all social classes and ethnic groups and exists in communities both large and small throughout B.C., Canada, and the entire world. This documentary profiles the lives and experiences of four families in B.C. raising children with FASD. It features interviews with doctors, psychologists, teachers, and caregivers who are working towards a better understanding of FASD and how to best support children and youth with this disability. It also highlights a range of support services, including ministry and other programs that are providing hope for those living with the disorder. (Force-Four Entertainment)

D701 Fire Prevention in Aboriginal Communities (DVD, 20 minutes, 2007)
Based on CMHC research on the fire prevention in aboriginal communities, this program addresses the common causes of house fires in Aboriginal communities and suggests how to prevent them. It is intended for use by volunteer firefighters and housing managers to show to members of Aboriginal communities as part of their fire prevention program. (Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation)
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**D699 Firefighter Survival Techniques: From Prevention to Intervention**  
(DVD, 40 minutes, 2008)

Frank Ricci and other notable instructors from fire departments of all sizes cover 28 tactics grouped into the four categories of fire attack, self-rescue, rescuing a brother, and safety precautions. These tactics include the following: size-up; initial attack; hose in stairwell; flashover; situational awareness; vertical ventilation; clearing the window; confining the fire; basement fires; commercial structure fires; Mayday; air management; bail out; breach a wall; quick release; improved filter technology; intervention; RIT; area of refuge; safety precautions; packaging; firefighter upstairs; Denver drill; firefighter through floor; truss; metering; fitness and health; seatbelts; accountability and communications; and dispatch. (PennWell)

**D755 Infectious Diseases**  
(DVD, 30 minutes, 2008)

Emergency Medical Services providers need to know how to protect themselves against infectious diseases at work. They also need to know what to do if they are accidentally exposed to a pathogen while on the job. Staying calm, not panicking, and going through the proper steps can literally save an EMS provider’s life. (TWL Knowledge Group)

**D671 Men Speak Up: Ending Violence Together**  
(DVD, 34 minutes, 2008)

Fifteen men from various sectors and various communities across BC speak out about violence against women in this film. It combines news footage from recent cases of domestic violence homicides in BC with short interviews about the importance of men speaking to other men to challenge societal attitudes about violence against women. The men in this film share their perspectives with the hope of inspiring other men to live violence free and become part of the solution. It is focused on creating opportunities for men to become part of the solution. (BC Association of Specialized Victim Assistance and Counselling Programs)

**D705 A Safer Sex Trade**  
(DVD, 48 minutes, 2006)

This documentary explores the stigma of prostitution through the eyes of three women: Jennifer, a former survival sex trade worker; Simone, a highly paid independent escort; and Scarlett, an established veteran Madam. They share their experiences while working in the City of Vancouver during the time of Robert Pickton standing trial for the murders of twenty-six women, most of whom were working in the sex trade. (Cheap and Dirty Productions)

**D630 School Bus Rescue: Part 3**  
(DVD, 30 minutes, 2007)

School bus vehicles are not just big, yellow cars. The first step in approaching a school bus rescue is to understand that common automobile extrication tools and techniques are not sufficient at these incidents. The tasks listed and demonstrated in part three of the School Bus Rescue series represent more complex bus rescue evolutions, which require multiple tools and techniques for successful accomplishment. (TWL Knowledge Group and Fire & Emergency Training Network)

**D762 Thorax and Lungs**  
(DVD, 23 minutes, 2005)

Check JIBC Library Catalogue for Streaming Video File Access

This program in the Bates Visual Guide to Physical Examination series provides direction on how to do an assessment of the thorax and lungs, including health history taking, anatomy, examination, and recommended tests and tips. (Distributed to post-secondary institutions by AEMAC)
Grammar Comes Alive!

Using an ensemble cast, graphics and humour, the Teaching Systems English Grammar series brings the rules of English grammar to life. The content of this series by Cerebellum includes topic-based video programming on DVD (24-25 minutes each), classroom notes, graphic handouts, plus quizzes and answers.

The first module Nouns, Pronouns and Adjectives (D870) starts off with grammar basics, then moves on to three parts of speech: the noun (person, place, thing concept); the pronoun (takes the place of a noun); and, the adjective (describes or modifies a noun).

All About the Verb (D871) begins with a review of the introductory concepts of grammar covered in the previous program; then it defines and describes verbs, singular versus plural, and noun-verb agreement. It covers the past, present and future versions of the four main verb tenses of both regular and irregular verbs: simple, perfect, progressive, and perfect progressive.

Before examining the structures that add grace and complexity to our sentences, Adverbs, Prepositions, and Conjunctions (D872) reviews the previous two programs. It finishes the topic of verbs by discussing verbals (gerunds, infinitives, participles). Then it covers adverbs (which describe verbs, adjectives, other adverbs), prepositions (which show relationships between words, usually nouns, in terms of time and space), conjunctions (to provide transitions and show how phrases relate), and interjections (words/short phrases to express emotion/surprise).

After reviewing the first three programs, Examining the Sentence (D873) looks at simple sentences, not-so-simple complex sentences, and compound sentences. It defines and describes the parts and uses of these sentence types, and explains how phrases and objects work within sentences. It covers syntax, subjects, predicates, commands, phrases (verb, appositive), objects (direct, indirect), object of a preposition, exceptions, predicate nominatives, linking verbs, non-subject nouns, nouns of direct address, conjunctions, punctuation (colons, semicolons, dashes), sentence fragments, and clauses (dependent, independent). The program ends with a discussion of changes in rules over time, such as contractions, split infinitives, and ending with a preposition, as well as a review of grammar.

Agreeing with Grammar (D874) discusses how a word that usually works as one part of speech can put on a disguise and pretend to be another part of speech. It looks at the different parts of speech, and how verbs can become nouns and vice versa, nouns become adjectives, and adjectives adverbs. It gives tips on how to analyze subject/verb agreement with appositive phrases, and plural, singular and combination subjects. Finally, it covers the use of definite and indefinite articles in agreement with nouns.

Grammar Follies (D875) looks at sentence problems, including sentence fragments, comma splices, and run-on sentences. It examines common grammatical traps, such as tense shifts, vague pronoun references, and faulty parallels. It wraps up with a look at acceptable grammar “errors” -- like the use of contractions, splitting infinitives, and using prepositions at the end of sentences.

To borrow any of these DVDs, just contact us by phone, 604-528-5599; fax, 604-528-5593; or e-mail, library@jjbc.ca.